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Just add water! The effect of water on the specificity of protein- 
ligand binding sites And its potential application to drug design 
John E Ladbury 

Recent data have highlighted the enigmatic role that water 
plays in biomolecular complexes. Water at the interface of 
a complex can increase the promiscuity of an interaction, 
yet it can also provide increased specificity and affinity. 
The ability to engineer water-binding sites into the 
interface between a drug and its target might prove useful 
in drug design. 
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Introduction 
Water is a highly versatile component at the interface of 
biomolecular complexes; it can act both as a hydrogen 
bond donor and acceptor, it imposes few steric constraints 
on bond formation and although it takes up less space than 
the polar sidechains of a protein it can take part in multi- 
ple hydrogen bonds. Water can thus confer a high level of 
adaptability to a surface, allowing promiscuous binding, 
yet it can also provide exquisite specificity and increased 
affinity to an interaction. Structure-based drug design 
strategies currently largely ignore the effects of water, 
because the structural and thermodynamic effects of 
water’s inclusion in binding interfaces are hard to deter- 
mine and hard to model. There are, however, several well- 
studied examples in which water is extremely important 
in defining the interactions between molecules, and so 
leaving water out of a drug-design strategy clearly reduces 
the chance that the strategy will be successful. 

Recent structural and thermodynamic data indicate that 
water at a protein-ligand interface may make a favourable 
contribution to binding. Of course, any water molecule in 
such an interface makes a favourable contribution to the 
free energy compared to a void in the same position. But 
in general it has been assumed that, because the entropic 
cost of trapping highly mobile water molecules is so large, 
an interface that leaves no space between the interacting 
protein and the ligand will necessarily give a higher 
binding affinity than one in which the interface contains 
gaps filled by water. And yet, in some cases the enthalpy 
gain that results from making extra water-mediated hydro- 
gen bonds is greater than the entropic penalty that must 
be paid for immobilizing the water involved. Thus, to 
understand the role of water in protein-ligand interactions 
one must establish whether it is possible to make a more 
favourable interaction by substituting a ligand, or part 
thereof, for the water molecule. If not, then an ideal l igand 
would not be one in which the binding interface is struc- 
turally complementary, but one that includes water- 
binding sites in appropriate places. It would therefore be 
potentially valuable to drug design to understand exactly 
how water is involved in biomolecular interactions. One 
approach to this is to identify and characterize the binding 
sites where water improves the overall binding of an inter- 
action. This review considers this question from two 
points of view. First, I illustrate the versatility of water 
using examples of protein-ligand interactions in which the 
presence of water appears to contribute to the stability of 
the complex. Second, I discuss the ways in which this 
improvement in binding can be used by applying the 
structural and thermodynamic principles deduced from 
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these observations to the problem of how to include water 
in structure-based ligand design strategies. 

Energetics of water at the interface 
The effects of water on protein-ligand interactions are very 
complex and therefore accurate measurement of these 
effects is extremely difficult. The only hope for an accurate 
measurement is to combine high resolution structural 
detail with accurate thermodynamic data. To define a 
binding event fully, the interacting molecuIes have to be 
characterized in their individual free states and in the 
bound state. Clearly, when one considers the water mol- 
ecules as an integral part of the definition of these states, 
the problem becomes more complex. A full description of 
the binding interaction now requires an understanding of 
the change in hydration states of the protein and ligand 
when the interface forms, and an assessment of the 
entropic and enthalpic effects of these changes. In the 
examples given below, and in ligand design generally, 
these effects are not easily quantified and uncertainties in 
the determination of these contributions will affect any 
conclusions drawn. 

The interactions of the water molecules that are observed 
in biomolecular complexes in high resolution crystallo- 
graphic studies (and to a lesser extent in solution structural 
studies [l,Z]) are energetically more favourable than bulk 
solvent interactions (see [3] for review). Buried water mol- 
ecules have long residence times in protein structures 
(lo-z-10-* s), and the interactions of water in a bimolecular 
interface are therefore thought to occur over periods greater 
than a nanosecond. As noted above, in many biomolecular 
interactions removing water from a binding site has a highly 
favourable effect. This is due to the entropic gain when 
surface-associated solvent molecules are released into bulk 
solvent. It is, however, possible to rationalize the fact that 
water sometimes provides a favourable contribution to the 
free energy of binding of the interface using thermodynam- 
ical considerations; although the restriction of the degrees 
of freedom of a water molecule incurs an entropic penalty, 
this cost can be compensated for by the enthalpic gain 
resulting from the formation of hydrogen bonds. It is clear 
that the balance between the enthalpic and entropic contri- 
butions is a fine one; for a water molecule to contribute to 
increasing the binding affinity, it has to be in a binding site 
which provides the maximum number of hydrogen bonding 
partners at the right proximity and orientation. 

Observing water molecules in protein-ligand 
binding sites 
Before any conclusions can be drawn on the effects of the 
inclusion of water molecules in a protein-ligand interface 
the positions and orientations of the bound waters have to 
be ascertained. To describe water molecules in an inter- 
face accurately is a formidable task. Data from studies of 
solution structures are inherently prone to interference 

caused by bulk solvent molecules and the experimental 
time resolution is seldom sufficient to allow the detection 
of bound water. The solvents required to induce crystal 
formation for X-ray studies, however, often lead to the 
determination of structures of complexes in solutions with 
a low water concentration. In X-ray spectroscopic determi- 
nations, water is observed as regions of electron density in 
a time-averaged map for which the data collection can 
take several hours. The position of the electron density 
fluctuates over the period of data collection and the water 
molecule is then assigned to the point that corresponds to 
a local minimum of electron density [3]. Generally, crys- 
tallographic structural data with a resolution better than 
Z.OA are required to permit reliable discrimination of 
water molecules. Because of the range of possible hydro- 
gen bonding angles, assignment of the exact position of a 
water molecule is uncertain unless neutron diffraction 
studies can be performed, although the location of donor 
and acceptor atoms in the binding site provide circumstan- 
tial evidence. The identification of water molecules is 
often the final step in structural refinement and, as their 
inclusion can help to improve the apparent fit of the data, 
it can be tempting to position them where they will most 
improve the statistics of the structure. Thus, any attempt 
to describe the effects of water molecules in detail, or to 
draw inferences from such a description, must bear these 
caveats in mind [4,5]. 

The incorporation of water molecules into a binding inter- 
face is generally believed to be energetically unfavourable. 
Indeed, much of the theory on molecular interactions is 
based on the fact that removing water from surfaces 
provides a driving force to cause intermolecular association, 
and ligands designed to displace water molecules can be 
highly potent inhibitors [6-91. Nevertheless, in the systems 
that I discuss below, the inclusion of water appears to have 
the opposite effect, acting to stabilize an interaction. These 
examples primarily show how water increases the range of 
specificity of a binding site (nature uses water to extend the 
range of ligands that can be bound by a protein), and one 
could, therefore, view the improvements in binding that 
result from the inclusion of water as coincidental. In these 
cases, the ligands are not tightly bound - nature has used 
water to extend the range of ligands but the range of 
binding affinities is small. The important point for the pur- 
poses of this review, however, is that where additional water 
molecules are included improvements in the binding occur. 
If the causes of such improvements can be identified, they 
could be useful in ligand design. 

Antibody-antigen interactions 
X-ray crystallographic studies of the free and complexed 
forms of the bacterially expressed Fv fragment from 
a monoclonal antibody (mAbD1.3) that binds to hen 
egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) clearly show that a large 
number of water molecules are situated in and around 
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Figure 1 

Stereoview of the superposition of the 
structures of the free (blue) and complexed 
(white) Fv fragment of the antibody mAbDl.3 
showing the negligible change in structure of 
the binding site which occurs on binding. 
The water molecules preclude conformational 
rearrangements of the proteins. The HEWL 
antigen in the complex structure is shown 
in red. Water molecules are shown and 
coloured according to the structure in which 
they were found. (Figure kindly provided by 
R.J. Poljak.) 

the antibody-antigen interface [lO,ll]. These water mol- 
ecules form an intricate network that helps to make the 
antibody-antigen interface fully complementary. A com- 
parison of the structures of free and bound Fv shows that 
some of the ordered water molecules in the free antibody 
are retained, but additional water molecules are required 
to complete the binding interface. No significant confor- 
mational change in the structures of either the antibody 
domains or the antigen is observed (Fig. l), although 
a slight relative displacement of the V, and V, domains 
was apparent [ll]. The residues in the binding interface 
appeared to show reduced mobility on complex forma- 
tion, as detected by a decrease in the temperature factors; 
this was also observed in water-mediated protein-DNA 
interactions [l&13]. Calorimetric determination of the 
thermodynamics of binding showed that the interaction 
at 297K was accompanied by a large favourable enthalpy 
(AH”=-90.0 kJmol-l) which more than compensates for 
the unfavourable entropy (TAS” = -42.8 kJ mol-I). It can 
therefore be concluded that the network of water mol- 
ecules that mediate this interaction is significantly stabi- 
lizing. The effects of water concentration on binding have 
been assessed under different conditions of water activity 
in a range of co-solutes. As the concentration of water 
in the complex interface was increased, so did the size 
of the favourable enthalpic and unfavourable entropic 
contributions. The overall result was tighter binding, 
supporting the notion that the water molecules in the 
interface stabilize the interaction [14]. 

Protein-carbohydrate interactions 
The effect of water on binding-site specificity is clearly 
demonstrated in the interaction of L-arabinose binding 
protein (ABP) with two different sugars: D-galactose (Gal) 
and L-arabinose (Ara). The structures of the complexes 

have been determined to high resolution (1.7w and 1.8& 
respectively) [15]. On  binding, each monopyranoside is 
completely enclosed in a cavity formed between ‘the two 
globular domains of ABP, and each sugar adopts a similar 
orientation. The replacement of D-galactose by L-arabinose 
results in one water molecule being included in the posi- 
tion initially occupied by the ,CH,OH group. This substi- 
tution allows one additional hydrogen bond to form in the 
ABP-Ara complex as a result of a local structural rearrange- 
ment in the binding site and a slight increase in affinity 
(Kd(ABP-Ara)=0.98~ 10-7M; Kd(ABP-Gal)= 2.3~ lo-‘M). 
The thermodynamic effect of this change is negligible, 
indicating that the entropic cost of including the water 
molecule in the binding site is similar to the cost for the 
immobilization of the -CH,OH group of D-galactose. 
Water is clearly able to change the specificity of this 
binding site and moreover can increase, albeit slightly, the 
affinity of the protein for the ligand. 

Protein-peptide interactions 
The oligopeptide binding protein, OppA, binds peptides 
of two to five residues no matter what the amino acid 
sequence. This promiscuous binding is mediated by two 
types of interaction: first, the protein binds directly to the 
peptide mainchain, and second, the peptide residue 
sidechains are accommodated in binding cavities through 
interactions largely mediated by water [16]. The thermo- 
dynamic effect (at 298K) of including water molecules 
in the binding site was explored by taking a series of 
tripeptides of the form LysXxxLys (where Xxx is a natu- 
rally occurring amino acid) [17]. The central residue of 
this peptide was shown to bind in a buried cavity isolated 
from bulk solvent. Insertion of different residues into the 
cavity changed the water content but had a negligible 
effect on the shape of the cavity itself (Fig. 2). The 
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Figure 2 

The superposition of four structures of the 
binding site of OppA for the central residue of 
tripeptides LysXxxLys. Xxx is Ala (yellow), Glu 
(green), Lys (blue) and Trp (red). The water 
molecules incorporated into the 
protein-ligand interface in each complex are 
colour-coded appropriately. On binding the 
tripeptide, the protein remains invariant 
(except for a slight twisting of the Glu residue, 
seen in the left of the binding site) but the 
water content of the binding site changes to 
accommodate the ligand. Note how the 
conserved waters in the complexes form 
distinct clusters (the water associated with 
the binding of the Trp sidechain (red) is 
present but obscured in the cluster in the top 
right hand corner). 

binding constants for the LysXxxLys peptides are spread 
over less than two orders of magnitude (S.H. Sleigh, 
J.R.H. Tame, A.J. Wilkinson and J.E.L. unpublished 
data), demonstrating the remarkable level of adaptability 
that results from the inclusion of water molecules in 
the binding site. The inclusion of water molecules into 
the binding interface was also shown to improve the 
binding of the peptide (Table 1). When a tryptophan 
residue is replaced by an alanine in the central residue 
binding cavity, three extra water molecules are required to 
fill the void left by the removal of the bulky hydrophobic 
group. When these water molecules are included in the 
cavity, the affinity of the protein for the peptide increases 
(Kd(LysTrpLys) = 0.11 PM; Kd(LysAlaLys) = 0.06 PM). 

The thermodynamic effects of this change are a small 
entropy change (MSoTrp+Ala= 1.7 Jmol-l K-t; TMSoTrp+;lla 
=0.5 kJmol-l) and a slightly larger, favourable enthalpy 
change (AAHoTrp+Ala= -1.2 kJmol-l). The same overall 
effect is observed when the central residue is changed 
from one that is positively charged to one that is nega- 
tively charged (Lys--+Glu, see Table 1). In this case, the 
affinity is increased by an order of magnitude as a result 
of a significant decrease in AH” that more than compen- 
sates for the unfavourable entropic effect caused by 
the inclusion of one extra water molecule (AAHoLys+Glu 
=-15.5 kJ mol-l;TAASoLys+Glu =-8.9kJ mol-l). The water 
appears to cushion the effects of switching the charge of 
this residue of the tripeptide [ 171. 

Table 1 

Thermodyyamic data for the binding of LysXxxLys tripeptides to OppA. 

Peptide 

J mol-1 K-1 

Water* 
(1 OPM-1 

Kd AH” AG” AS’ 
PM kJ mol-’ kJ mol-’ 

KAK 7 17.8+3.0 0.06 20.1+0.2 -41.4 206.3 
KWK 4 9.0+2.5 0.11 21.3f0.6 -39.7 204.6 
A 

Trp+Ala 
3 -1.2 -1.7 1.7 

KEK 7 6.5ki.O 0.15 11.8iO.i -38.9 170.3 
KKK 6 0.5*0.1 2.0 27.3kO.6 -32.3 200.4 
A 

Lys+Glu 
1 -15.5 -6.6 -30.1 

*Waters observed in the pocket that accommodates the central residue sidechain. Data are for 25°C and pH 7.0. 
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As emphasized above, the conclusions drawn from these 
types of studies have to be considered carefully. The ther- 
modynamic parameters for binding that are measured can 
only be attributed to the addition of water molecules to the 
closed system if the initial state of all the molecules is 
equivalent in all cases. Although this is a reasonable 
assumption for the protein, it may not be for the peptides. 
For example, the initial entropy of the different central 
residues of the tripeptides will differ; these can be assessed 
from theoretical principles [18,19]. Furthermore, in the case 
of the Trp-+Ala substitution the free LysTrpLys peptide is 
likely to have a significantly greater number of water mole- 
cules interacting with it than does the LysAlaLys peptide. 
These water molecules will be liberated on binding, pro- 
ducing a more favourable entropy. It is currently impossible 
to deconvolute the available data sufficiently to assess the 
individual value of each of these contributions. 

The high resolution structural detail (at < 1.4 A) of the 
water molecules that mediate the OppA-peptide interac- 
tions show that, although the amino acid sidechain of the 
peptide is accommodated by changing the water content 
of the binding site, the water molecules that remain 
occupy the same positions from one ligand to another [17] 
(Fig. 2). Thus, in a sense, the water acts as part of the 
protein structure. Although the water changes the speci- 
ficity of the protein, it does not do so by moving around to 
change the shape of the binding site, but by adopting a 
subset of the possible conserved positions. This implies 
that the water can make favourable hydrogen bonding 
arrangements within the binding interface that are not 
greatly affected by the insertion of a ligand. Analysis of 
the conserved water-binding sites indicates that they are 

Figure 3 

Conserved water-binding sites are found at 
positions that would be predicted by 
considering electrostatic and Lennard-Jones 
potentials. (a) The structure of trilysine (red) 
and the van der Waals surfaces as found in 
the complex with OppA, showing the 
positions of water molecules (green) in the 
central residue binding cavity [171. The 
OppA binding cavity has been removed. (b) 
The same structure as shown in (a), depicted 
with the energy surfaces derived from the 
program GRID 138,391. The contour surfaces 
marked as grid-lines (white) correspond to 
positions of most favourable energy for 
water, based on Lennard-Jones and 
electrostatic functions within the binding 
cavity in the presence of the lysine sidechain. 
in this case the contours designate positions 
of interaction energy theoretically calculated 
as being < 50 kJ mol-’ on a scale of O-67 
kJ mol-I. Interestingly, the contours fit very 
well to the positions of the water molecules 
actually found in the OppA-trilysine 

indeed sites where the interactions are highly favourable 
in terms of hydrogen bond lengths, positioning and elec- 
trostatic and Lennard-Jones potentials (Fig. 3). Thus, the 
binding surface of OppA provides well defined, highly 
favourable sites for water. 

Water in structure-based ligand design 
So far, it has not proven possible to precisely determine 
the thermodynamic effects of incorporating a water mol- 
ecule into a protein-ligand interface. Data from other 
sources, however, suggest that the inclusion of water mol- 
ecules can increase the affinity of small-molecule binding. 
Using data from crystalline salt hydrates, the upper limits 
of the entropy (-9 kJmol-l at 298 K) and enthalpy (-16 
kJmol-l at 298 K) of transferring a water molecule from 
bulk solvent and including it in an interface can be 
inferred [ZO-‘ZZ]. Based on these values, it is clear that 
inclusion of a water molecule into an interface can provide 
a significant contribution to the free energy of an interac- 
tion (some idea of this can be gained from the upper limit 
values above at 298 K, which give an estimated free 
energy change of -7.0 kJ mol-l, translating to an increase 
in affinity of more than one order of magnitude). 

If the presence of a water molecule in the interface can 
give increased binding, an awareness of the uses of water 
molecules could assist in ligand design. It is important to 
assess in each case whether the free energy gain from 
including a water molecule into an interface will be suffi- 
cient to have a significant effect on the binding. It is likely 
that the conditions have to be carefully chosen for a water 
molecule to improve the binding characteristics of an 
interaction [23]. The combined effect of multiple water 

interface. This suggests that these water favourable sites, where the enthalpic 
molecules are positioned in energetically contribution to the free energy is largest. 
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Figure 4 

(a) 
Protein 

Ligand 

W 

Schematic of the modes in which water can 
be incorporated into a binding site. The water 
molecules and hydrogen bonds (broken lines) 
are arbitrarily positioned. The water can bind 
in several different ways; it may be largely 
bound to (a) the protein or(b) the ligand, or 
may bind approximately equally to both, either 
(c) in the binding site or (d) at the periphery of 
the binding site. 

molecules in an interface has the potential to be large, is required to complete the binding interaction is the pro- 
however; for example, some water molecules at the bind- tein. The chance of finding an optimal water binding site 
ing site do not directly bridge the protein and the ligand, on the protein which provides the majority of the hydro- 
but may instead contribute to the stability of the complex gen bonds is low compared to finding a site which pro- 
by holding bridging water molecules in the right place vides the complementary hydrogen bond(s) to an optimal 
through an aqueous network. water binding site designed into the ligand. 

Water has the potential to be incorporated into protein- 
ligand interactions in several distinctly different ways 
(Fig. 4): water may be largely bound to (a) the protein or 
(b) the ligand, or it may be bound approximately equally 
to both, either (c) in the binding site or (d) at the periphery 
of the binding site. These arrangements are structurally 
very different and also require a different approach to 
ligand design. The first case, (a), is currently the most 
readily addressed since the majority of the information for 
identification of potential water binding sites is on the 
target protein structure. 

To take advantage of the (b) and (c) binding modes we 
would need to know what constitutes a suitable binding 
site for water. With this information, one could reconstruct 
the binding site, either fully or partially, in the ligand 
design. If such an approach were possible, it could be 
more effective than an approach based on binding mode 
(a). Instead of attempting to find a water-binding site 
on the protein target and designing the ligand to interact 
with the protein-bound water, if the drug is designed 
to contain a water site (or part of a water site) then all that 

It has been suggested that it should also be productive to 
make use of (d)-type interactions [24], since in this approach 
water can be used to gain binding energy via interactions 
outside the original binding site. In this way, water can 
extend the binding region. Whatever the interaction mode 
chosen, it is essential to ask the following two questions: if a 
water molecule is already present on the binding surface in 
the free state of the interacting molecules, will the forma- 
tion of the complex give sufficient additional hydrogen 
bonds (or sufficiently strengthen existing bonds) to give a 
favourable free energy change? Can the ligand surfaces be 
designed in such a way as to allow the water to make an 
optimal arrangement of hydrogen bonds? 

In each case, the problem is tractable only when high 
resolution structural detail of the surface of the target 
protein is available. It is important to establish when a 
water molecule is contributing favourably to an interaction 
and should, therefore, be left in a binding site, or when it 
should be removed. One approach to this is to survey the 
distribution of water molecules in a broad sample of high 
resolution structural information in protein databases. 
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A large amount of data on water molecules on protein 
surfaces has been gathered, ostensibly with a view to 
addressing issues of the function, folding and structural 
refinement of these molecules [25-311. Data from unbound 
proteins can also provide useful information regarding 
the inherent trends in water-binding sites. For example, 
water has a greater tendency to act as a hydrogen bond 
donor than as an acceptor since the most important side- 
chains for hydration are those of Asp and Glu (which accept 
hydrogen bonds from, on average, two water molecules per 
carboxylate group). 

Unfortunately, much of the data gleaned from studies of 
the surface hydration of proteins is not useful for assess- 
ments of ligand binding. For instance, the observation that 
longer sidechains with the same functional groups appear 
to be more likely to bind water than shorter sidechains 
does not necessari ly apply to ligand binding. This is 
because incorporating a longer sidechain into a binding 
site can lead to a greater entropic penalty; the degrees of 
freedom are reduced more when a longer sidechain is 
incorporated than when the structure is tightened on for- 
mation of a protein-ligand interface. Futhermore, it is 
somewhat difficult to judge whether a water molecule 
observed on a protein surface is in fact tightly bound since 
in many cases these are not highly conserved in different 
crystal forms of the same protein [ 11. 

The water molecules found in ligand-binding sites appear 
to provide more useful information for the process of drug 
design, however [31-341. The study of protein complexes 
has revealed some structurally important determinants of 
water-binding sites. The identification of these sites is 
based on criteria of surface-shape properties where water 
molecules are determined from atomic density, hydrogen 
bonding interactions, the mobility of water molecules in 
the binding site (from isotropic temperature-factors) and, 
in some cases, proximal atom hydrophilicity 131,341. 
Although the database of protein-ligand structures with 
water molecules at the interface is small, some useful 
information has emerged. For instance, a large majority of 
water molecules involved in complex formation appear to 
make at least three hydrogen bonds 1311 suggesting that 
this will be an important element of the successful design 
of a site that will incorporate water. Ultimately, through 
detailed examination of a large number of protein-ligand 
complexes it may be possible to determine the general 
characteristics of an optimal binding site, correlating the 
positions of water molecules with hydrogen bond dona- 
tors and acceptors so as to give the maximum thermody- 
namic contribution to binding. These principles could 
then be applied to a design program that searches for 
these characteristics on target molecule surfaces (an 
algorithm of this type has in fact been developed very 
recently [34]), or enables them to be synthesised into 
designed ligands. 

Recent developments in computer programs for drug 
design and structure prediction have also made a theoreti- 
cal approach to the problem of identifying water sites feasi- 
ble. Currently available computer programs which probe 
molecular surfaces with respect to topology, electrostatic 
and Lennard-Jones potential, [35,36] can be used to deter- 
mine sites where water can reside (Fig. 3). Although these 
programs can give some qualitative idea of the ‘desire’ of 
water to be in a particular position, they generally suffer 
from the exclusion of entropic effects, giving an inherently 
incomplete thermodynamic picture. Theoretical determi- 
nations of the positioning of water molecules on protein 
surfaces are, in many cases, contradictory to the observa- 
tions from database surveys [3]. For example, a model that 
incorporates surface tension effects in the solvent predicted 
that water will be less tightly bound in narrow crevices [37]. 

Conclusions 
Water in protein-ligand interactions can function as an 
extension of protein structure, allowing varied ligands to 
be accommodated in a given binding site. Using water to 
adapt the binding site to a ligand has the potential to over- 
come some of the problems in structure-based drug strate- 
gies, and may provide a route to drugs with affinities that 
are higher than that of the natural substrate. The thermo- 
dynamic result of the inclusion of water is, at present, 
highly unpredictable and it is not yet clear whether the 
potential gains in free energy are large enough to make 
this approach realistic. Only by further characterization, 
both structural and thermodynamic, of water-binding sites 
in protein structures will we be able to assess whether 
adding water can lead to improvements in ligand binding. 
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